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Contact Us 

Neighborhood Member Services 



ACCESS/RIte Care,  
TRUST/Rhody Health Partners 
1-800-459-6019 (TTY 711) 
Mon-Fri 8am-6pm

Commercial Plans 
1-855-321-9244 (TTY 711) 
Mon-Fri 8am-6pm

INTEGRITY/Medicare-Medicaid Plan 
1-844-812-6896 (TTY 711) 
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm; 8am-12pm on Sat

Behavioral Health Services 
1-401-443-5997 (TTY 711)

Website: www.nhpri.org

Don’t Stop Getting Regular 
Health Care During COVID-19
Have you been getting regular health care during the last 
two years? Many people have not. Some people are afraid 
to get the health care they need because of COVID-19.

There is really no need to worry. 
Provider offices and hospitals 
all take steps to keep you safe 
at your appointments. Plus, 
getting vaccinated and wearing a 
mask will help protect you from 
COVID-19. 

It may not sound like a big deal to 
wait to take care of your health, 
but it is. It puts your health at risk. 

When you have chronic health 
conditions like diabetes, asthma, 
or heart disease and you do 
not get the care you need, your 

condition can become worse. 
Getting regular health care 
can help keep your chronic 
condition under control.

If you are worried about going 
to your provider’s office, 
you may be able to have an 
appointment over the phone or 
by video. Ask your provider if 
this is an option for you. Talk 
to your provider about how 
they are keeping you safe and 
how you can get your regular 
health care.



Get Fresh Fruits 
and Vegetables 
at Your Local 
Farmers Market                                 
Farmers markets are a great 
way to get fresh fruits and 
vegetables.

• There are over 40 farm ers 
markets in Rhode Island. 

• Some offer lessons on how to 
shop for and cook affordable 
fresh foods. 

• Farmers markets accept 
Supplemental Nutri tion 
Assistance Program (SNAP) 
and WIC. 

• Some farmers markets give 
bonus bucks when you use 
your SNAP card. 

• There are farmers markets 
happening all-year.

For more information, visit 
www.farmfresh.org/markets

COVID-19 Vaccines and Chronic Conditions
If you have one or more medical conditions, your risk of severe illness from COVID-19 is high. This 
risk becomes even higher if you are older and if your medical conditions are very serious. 

How to Reach Your 
Provider After Hours
The provider you see regularly for your medical care is 
called your Primary Care Provider or PCP. This provider 
should be the first person you call when you do not 
feel well or have a health question. You can reach your 
provider’s office anytime.

You can call during the day, night, and on weekends and 
holidays. If you call when the office is closed, you may get 
an answering service. They will contact your provider. If 
your provider is not available, another provider will call you 
back to help with your concerns. If you are having a medical 
emergency, you should call 911.

Some emergencies can be:
• Trouble breathing
• Chest pain
• Bleeding that will not stop

Severe illness means that a person 
with COVID-19 may:
• Be hospitalized

• Need intensive care

• Require a ventilator to help them breathe

• Die

According to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), COVID-19 vaccines:

• Help prevent severe illness from COVID-19.

• Are safe and effective and can lower your risk 
of getting and spreading COVID-19.  

• Are very effective at preventing 
hospitalization and death.

• Are safe and effective for people with other 
medical conditions.

Other things you can do to help prevent 
getting COVID-19:
• Get vaccinated and get a booster when it is 

recommended and available to you.

• Wear a mask in crowded places.

• Stay at least six feet apart from others.

• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth, es-
pecially with unwashed hands.

• Wash your hands well with soap and water for 
at least 20 seconds.

• If soap and water are not available use hand 
sanitizer.

If you have any questions about the COVID-19 
vaccine, talk to your provider today. They can help 
answer your questions.

Check Your Blood Sugar 
When You Have Diabetes
Checking your blood sugar (blood glucose) is one of the 
most important things you can do to manage your type 
1 or type 2 diabetes. Knowing your blood sugar levels helps 
you know if your diabetes is in good control. 

You should also keep a list of your 
blood sugar levels that includes:

• The date and time that you tested your blood sugar.

• The result of the test.

Bring the list of your results to every provider appointment. 
It helps your provider better manage your condition and this 
helps stop you from having complications from diabetes.

Ask your provider if you should be testing your blood 
sugar and how often.
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When You Have 
Diabetes, You Should 
Have a Sick Day Plan
Everyone gets sick no matter how careful they are. 
When you have diabetes and you get sick, it can 
be hard to manage your blood sugar levels. This is 
why you need to have a plan for when you get sick.

Having a sick day plan ahead of time will help 
you manage your diabetes and you will be less 
likely to have additional complications.  Being 
prepared and knowing what to do if you get sick 
is very important.

A sick day plan should include reminders like:

• When to call your provider. 

• How often to check your blood sugar.

• A list of foods and fluids to take while 
you are sick.

• How to adjust your insulin or other 
medications, if you need to.

Be sure to write your plan down so you will have 
it handy when you need it.

Talk to your provider and work together on the best 
plan for you. Be sure to ask about the kinds of over 
the counter medications you can take for things like a 
cold or the flu. Some of these medications can raise 
your blood sugar or affect your usual medications.

Change is Hard, 
But Keep Trying
When you have a chronic condition, you may need 
to make changes to your lifestyle. These changes are 
important in helping you manage your condition.

Some changes may be:
• Eating a special diet.
• Taking medications.
• Testing blood sugars and writing down the results.
• Weighing yourself every day.
• Quitting smoking.

Even though these changes are good for you, it can still 
be really hard. It is also easy to get discouraged when you 
make changes and then do not see the results right away. 
Change is a process, which means it can take time. 

But don’t give up! You are trying and it is important to 
give yourself credit. Even small changes can make a 
difference. These small changes are a step in the right 
direction and will bring you closer to your goal. 

Talk to your provider about the changes you can make that 
will help you manage your condition.

Weigh Yourself 
Every Day When 
You Have Heart 
Failure
People who have heart failure need 
to track their weight carefully. Weight 
gain can be one of the first signs that 
your heart failure is getting worse. 
Weight gain can mean your body 
is retaining fluid, which causes your 
heart to work harder. 

You can retain fluid in any part of 
your body including:
• Ankles

• Lower legs 

• Feet 

• Waist or belly

• Fingers

Keeping track of your weight is easy:
• Make sure you weigh yourself on 

a flat, hard surface.
• Weigh yourself at the same time 

every day (morning is usually 
the best time). 

• Keep a record of your weight and 
bring it to all of your provider 
visits.

• Tell your provider right away 
if you gain more than 2 or 3 
pounds in one day.

• Tell your provider right away if 
you gain more than 5 pounds in 
one week.

Talk to your provider about the best 
way to monitor your weight.

Know When Your 
Asthma or COPD is 
Getting Worse
When you have asthma or Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease (COPD) there may be times 
when your condition gets worse. It is important 
to know when this is happening and what you 
need to do.  

Signs that your asthma is getting worse:
• Symptoms become more severe. 

• Symptoms happen more often.

• Symptoms prevent you from doing 
your daily activities.

• Using your quick-relief medication more often.

• Your medications do not work as well.

• You have gone to an emergency room or an 
urgent care center for an asthma attack.

Signs that your COPD is getting worse:
• Changes in your cough.

• Coughing up more mucus.

• Mucus is a different color.

• Increased shortness of breath.

• Swollen ankles.

• Feeling really tired. 

• Having to sit up to sleep.

• Having to prop yourself up to sleep.

• Having headaches.

• Feeling dizzy in the morning.

Ask your provider what you should do 
if your symptoms get worse.
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Be Well, Stay Well

About this Newsletter

You are receiving this mailing 
because you or your child appear 
to be under treatment for one of 
the following:

• Asthma

• Diabetes

• COPD

• Heart failure

• Coronary 
Artery  
Disease 
(CAD)

Neighborhood Health Plan of 
Rhode Island (Neighborhood) has 
disease management programs 
for our members who have these 
diagnoses. Our goal is to help you 
better control your health.

As part of these programs, you 
will receive this newsletter with 
information to help you stay 
well. You also have access to 
health coaches who are nurses. 
They can work with you over 
the phone to teach you ways to 
help manage your health. These 
programs are voluntary. 

Please call Neighborhood  
Member Services if you:

• Want to work with a  
health coach

• Have questions about the  
disease management programs

• Have questions about the  
information in this newsletter

• Do not have any of these  
conditions

• Do not want to be in a disease 
management program

Neighborhood Health Plan of 
Rhode Island sends information 
to help our members learn about 
their health care. Please work 
with your providers to decide the 
treatment that is right for you and 
your family.

Neighborhood Health Plan of  
Rhode Island ©2022.  
Printed in U.S.A.

It can be hard to pay attention to your health when you have 
other things going on in your life. Sometimes your worries can 
prevent you from taking care of your health. There may be 
resources available to help you.

There Is Help in 
Your Community

211 – United Way of Rhode Island is a confidential service. 
They can give you information and resources for things like 
food, housing, and childcare. This service is available in many 
languages. 

United Way 211 is available every day of the year. All you have to 
do is dial 2-1-1 (TTY: 401-519-0374).
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Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island is a health plan that contracts with both Medicare and Rhode 
Island Medicaid to provide benefits of both programs to enrollees.

Limitations and restrictions may apply. For more information, call Neighborhood INTEGRITY Member 
Services or read the Member Handbook.

Benefits as well as the List of Covered Drugs and/or pharmacy and provider networks may change through-
out the year. We will send you a notice before we make a change that affects you.

Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island complies with applicable civil rights laws and does not discrimi-
nate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.

ATENCIÓN: Si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 
1-844-812-6896 (TTY: 711).

ATENÇÃO: Se fala português, encontram-se disponíveis serviços linguísticos, grátis. Ligue para 1-844-812-
6896 (TTY: 711).

សមូយកច ិ តត្ទកុដាក ៖់ បរ្ស ិ នបើអន្កន ិ យាយភាសាខម្ែរ ម ានសេវ ាកមម្ជ ំនយួផន្ែកភាសា ដោយម ិ នគ ិ តថល្ៃសមរ្ ាប អ់ន្ក។ សមូ
ទ ូរស ័ ពទ្ទៅសេវ ាសមាជ ិ កតាមរយៈលេខ 1-844-812-6896 (TTY 711) ចាប ព់ ី ម ៉ោង 8 ពរ្ ឹ កដល ់ 8 យប ថ់ង្ៃចនទ្ - សកុរ្ ម ៉ោង 8 ពរ្ ឹ ក
ដល ់ 12 យប ន់ៅថង្ៃសៅរ ៍។ នៅរៀងរាល រ់សៀលថង្ៃសៅរ ៍ ថង្ៃអ ាទ ិ តយ្ ន ិ ងថង្ៃឈប ស់មរ្ ាក អន្កអាចតរ្ វូប ានសន្ើសុ ំឱយ្ទកុ
សារ។ ការហៅរបស អ់ន្កន ឹ ងតរ្ វូប ានគេហៅតរ្ឡប ម់កវ ិ ញកន្ងុថង្ៃធវ្ើការបនទ្ាប ។់ ការទ ូរស ័ ពទ្គ ឺ ឥតគ ិ តថល្ៃ។
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